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n the spring semester of 1976 I taught the first I truly good course I can recall teaching in a 
number of years. I would feel much more hopeful about 
the future if I could take i s  much credit for the success of 
the course as I would like to. Twenty students and I sat 
about trying to decide which of the philosophers we 
read-Aristotle, Hegel, or Nietzsche-provided the best 
insights into the literary tragedies we read. At semester’s 
end a student wandered by the office. “ I t  was really, a 
good course ... 1 mean, really worthwhile.” “I’m glad.” 
He hesitated: “ I t  wasn’t really an English course, you 
know. I mean ... well ... l t h ink  we learned a lot about 
life.” 

A dozen years of teaching have taught me to suspect 
such statements and to resent the dichotomy. I didn’t this 
time; I knew something of what he meant, but I didn’t 
know how to say then that his appreciation had less to do 
with anything I had done that semester than with acertain 
atmosphere that made the thoughts and creations of the 
great minds we read seem more valuable, even more to 
be valued, than they had seemed, say, a year before. I 
don’t refer to any “atmosphere conducive to learning,” 
as the teaching-evaluation reports have i t ;  rather some- 
thing almost the opposite. All semester long these 
students had read and heard reports that the university of 
which their college is a part would have to be restruc- 
tured in such a way as to make i t  more cost-effective. 
which meant a certain retrenchment of the less “career- 
oriented” of the arts and sciences throughout the uni -  
versity, a’nd a significant downgrading of the liberal arts 
in favor of the vocational at their particular college. 

Their response in the classroom was to develop an 
attachment to such irrelevancies as Sophocles, Kierke- 
gaard, and Ibsen, which I had almost forgotten students 
could manage and which, when I wasn’t feeling silently 
ironic-”it’s about time”-I found nothing short of 
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moving. At times there was a kind of cohesiveness and 
camaraderie to our meetings, a kind of pride and mutual 
protectiveness: We’re doing something sane and worth- 
while that the technocrats with their insane functional 
rationality would like to deny us in “our own best 
in teres t s. ’ ’ 

I would like to think that the students of English 364 
are in  a majority, but I know better. They are at best 
silent members of that “growing minority of students” 
George W. Bonham wrote about inCliarige, May, 1976, 
who see the liberal arts “as a requisite for human 
survival [that] needs no traditional defense.” Students 
from over fifty colleges met recently at Harvard at a 
student-called conference. While critical of the structure 
of liberal arts education (too little science as part of the 
humanities curriculum, too :few broad and cohesive 
surveys, too few required sem’inars) and concerned with 
the job after graduation, they still felt that a college 
education had to and should mean the liberal arts (as 
study of “the threads of public and private morality”), 
not the car,eer-oriented programs their elders plan for 
them. “They are not optimistic about the social mecha- 
nisms devised for their adult life, and the liberal arts thus 
become a centerpiece of the Self.” 

But ... a minority; there’s no question about it. The 
question is, will this minority be protected and encour- 
aged in the university? My guess is, if current trends 
continue, a very definite No. Expect i t  to be tolerated 
instead, recognized occasionally with rhetorical flour- 
ishes about creativity and critical thinking. By “current 
trends” (plural, note) I do not refer merely to the 
increasing emphasis on vocationalism in college cur- 
ricula so that another course i n  Ethics has to justify itself 
in a way that another course in Dietary Accounting 
doesn’t have to. Save at a few vulgarian nionstrosities 
like Kansas Land-Grant Agricultural University in Bruce 
J.  Friedman’s comic novel A Mother’s Kisses, the 
majority of courses offered will still be in those dis- 
ciplines traditionally designated “arts and sciences.”., 

The more significant trend is one reported in the most 
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recent Camegie Commission report: While the curricular 
requirements in the various academic "majors" have 
remained fairly tight, the general education require- 
ments have been fairly universally loosened, often to the 
point of vanishing. Make no mistake about it: This trend 
does not represent a liberalizing of the liberal arts and 
sciences. Read i t  closely. Fairly strict requirements in 
the major discipline, whether English or Allied Health 
Sciences; pretty much anything-goes outside the major. 
Isn't that to say that the major is what's really important, 
not the general breadth and coherent structure of one's 
learning? And doesn't that betray an attitude toward 
higher education that is pretty much what a majority of 
students seem to have: that the major is what counts and 
the other stuff is merely something to be suffered, gotten 
past,.niere credits, a series of obstacles before the real 
thing? 

But whose attitude am I talking about? Aside from the 
students, udro is tM "the university" today ("the univer- 
sity" thinks.. .; "the university" no longer feels...)? 
In spite of all the evidence we have, i t  is difficult to 
adjust to the fact that the professional population of 
higher education has changed as much as the student 
population. The college president no longer tends to be 
the retired minister answering a secular but humane call, 
the history professor with a talent for administration and 
a sense of duty that tells him that somebody has to, the 
occasional ex-admiral with some Latin and Greek. He is 
rather the man brought in from outside, where he's had a 
history of corporate success, or the Ph.D. who discov- 
ered somewhat late in his career that he should have gone 
into politics or business in the first place, and now... . 

The faculty member-the majority member, I 
mean-is no longer the closeted scholar often a little 
absurd in his otherworldliness; since professing became 
somewhat respectable in a worldly sense when the 
university became such a sociological phenomenon- 
almost a fifth estate-and moderately remunerative, he 
tends to be .a hotshot pro, socially and academically 
mobile, often turning a pretty penny from Blake's 

poverty. But even he doesn't reign sovereign over the 
nonpresidential prerogatives of the university as his 
dowdy predecessor did; he shares power with a host of 
others who came in when the university became ration- 
alized, as all significant estates eventually 'must be: petty 
administrators with nonacademic functions and bloated 
deanly titles. There are educationist types doing some- 
thing called institutional research, and a locust-plague of 
counselors. Overlapping all categories (since the great- 
est acceleration of the university's change occurred not 
during the long period of the technologizing of American 
society but during the brief period of the politicization of 
higher education) are numberless "with-it," self- 
proclaimedly hard nosed; pragmatic, ostensibly radical 
types who in another time might have gone into some 
other line of work. 

y strokes may be somewhat broad, but I M think they are recognizable. To make 
them more pointed I should like to sketch some trends at 
my own university, the City University of New York- 
which for all its seeming specialness (really i t  only 
suffers more publicly and dramatically i n  America's 
most visible city) is, I think, the particular university that 
is experiencing now the future of the university at large. 

The City University is a fairly recent creation formed 
in the early 1960's by.the administrative centralization of 
several already existent city colleges and expanded by 
the creation of others. The older colleges set the tone for 
what CUNY was to be: a free university with fairly high, 
at least far above average, standards for students who 
without academic scholarships could not afford the 
tuition'of private schools or the living expenses at 
out-of-town public ones. I t  was a subway university of 
excellent repute; such high repute that many who could 
have afforded to go elsewhere stayed here-which was 
very gratifying, but which also denied places to others 
who couldn't go elsewhere, and which gave some jus- 
tification to demands that CUNY open its doors by 
lowering entrance standards. Which i t  did, a little more 
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each year, even before the trend was formalized as the 
Open Admissions policy. 

Because C U N Y n r  the city colleges before-had 
been opening doors for so long t o  the economically 
deprived i t  was painfully unjust that i t  should be seen as 
just another perpetuator of &litism. Because i t  widened 
the gates in an official act i t  had to meet the problems of 
open enrollment much more directly and quickly than 
other institutions that did the same. ( I f  the State Univer- 
sity of Whatever announces Open Admissions, it need 
not feel so drastic a crunch, simply because all of its 
deprived are not a subway ride away.) Because C U N Y  
was indeed 2, university of some deserved intellectual 
reputation its sociological transformation was attended 
by celebrations of the Fnd of intellectual (and assumed 
class) exclusiveness. And since New York is the national 
center of the rhetoric industry, there was a ready-made 
verbal ideology for everything: Students talked about the 
implicit fascism of academic standards, faculty groveled 
in cathartic self-criticism like beleaguered state func- 
tionaries during the Cultural Revolution, and ad- 
minstrators indulged in  hip talk about where i t  is that 
“it’s at.“ 

But the revolution was soon over, passions abated 
somewhat. and i t  was time for the results to be managed. 
Open Admissions meant overnight an enormous increase 
in  the s tudnt  population; this fact was undeniable. 
Since, however, there was to be no revolving-door 
policy, there developed a significant decline in academic 
standards. This, of course, had to be denied in the 
interests of public relations, but i t  still had to be aced 

truth .there came about a significant change in the 
makeup of faculty and administration. To the “tra- 
ditionalists” who wanted to teach as always and resist 
the dilution of standards were added apparatchiks who 
practiced in public and personnel management, an en- 
larged support staff in “student development,’: and 
new, “ideologized” teachers, many of them (but defi- 
nitely not all) sincerely convinced that the real enemy 
was not ignorance and poor preparation but standards. 

What was happening was more than a mere expansion 
of the student body and a consequent growth of staff. If 
that had been the case, one could have said simply that 
more students were being invited into an intellectually 
purposive academic community to share the liberating 
values of study and learning. But in fact what was 
happening was that the values themselves were chang- 
ing, imperceptibly at first, and then with geometric 
rapidity. 

The heated populism of the revolution cooled-as i t  
always does when the revolution ”succeeds”-and 
solidified into ... well. into what? What is populism 
become “realistic” and manageable but a kind of civil 
service ethos, a sort of Gittelson mentality so to speak? 

’ 

internally. In service to both public relations and in d ernal 

he American university has been subject to T internal debates since its maturity at the 
end of the last century. I f  there’s been a common thread 
to the debates i t  has been the social function of a 
university in a democracy, the paradox of higher or 

potentially Clitist education and equality of opportunity. 
But debate may be ending; for what made debate possi- 
ble was a certain resistance within the university to the 
shifting social moods, an insistence that, in the uni- 
versity, the social moment was best served through a 
concern for the timeless. But how is resistance possible 
when there almost ceases to be any substantial, valuated 
difference between the university and the society i t  
ostensibly serves-when the university, once thought to 
be some kind ofpreparariori for life in society, becomes 
little more than a base irnirarion of it? 

There is and has been an almost obscene infatuation 
with “productivity” (unlovely word in the province of 
intellect, but predictable): administrative attempts to 
raise teaching loads (so easy to justify, since the public is 
liable to believe that a twelve-hour schedule really does 
mean only twelve hours of work); “productivity” de- 
fined by how many instead of what and how. This is 
attended by hardly subtle insinuations of universal fac- 
ulty featherbedding (ironically, while deanships and 
vice-whatnots proliferate). “One well-placed lecturer in  
front of a camera could service more students in a week 
than these guys do in a year” (a view that conflicts in 
crazed mental dissociation with the urgent celebrations 
of the students’ right to be “reached”). “If  these guys 
are to be kept on they’ll have to get to hell to work to 
justify their redundancy; no more synecures for prima 
donna scholars.” 

This does not mean, however, a relaxation of 
“publish-or-perish. ” That standard remains, legislated 
by those who don’t grasp or care that scholarship and 
creation take time. They wish their faculty to gain 
reputafions that redound to the institution, while the 
working conditions frustrate that endeavor. Since the 
community-of-thought-and-creation is not their defini- 
tion of the university, it’s beyond me why they wish 
the institution to share in the reputations, unless .... I 
suppose i t  is rather like the head of a loan agency who 
wants to be called an Economist, while he practices 
sharking. 

One punches clocks and does his assigried job; teach- 
ing is a job jitsr like m y  other, not a profession of the 
intellect that requires a certain space for the operation of 
mind. I would be surprised to discover that this atmo- 
sphere obtains equally, as yet, in  the public state univer- 
sities I knew some dozen years ago. But that doesn’t 
matter greatly, for what CUNY has experienced with 
urgency and met with official policy others will. Others 
will be told: To make special claims for the intellect, 
don’t ya see, is a kind of ilitism (talismanic word) you 
educators should be ashamed of given your criminal 
unconcern in the past for the hard facts of life. Now that 
you have a chance to rectify that past i t  behooves you to 
relinquish those petty and self-serving privileges you 
clung to in the past. And so on. The University becomes 
The Bureau of Instructional Services. 

I am aware of some poetic justice in this turnabout; 
university faculties have often exercised self-serving 
privileges. And I know that I could be charged with a 
kind of mere “aesthetic” distaste for the University as 
Bureau: This professor simply doesn’t want to be con- 
sidered a clerk instead of itri clerc. So let me admit that 
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the charge is at least partially true, and ask if  I am really 
to think that in an institution of higher learning it doesn’t 
matter. 

was recently in the home of the editor of a I reputable journal of opinion, a magazine 
that (like a public university) is not expected to show a 
profit (although that would be nice) because i t  is funded 
by an interested foundation. You can “read” a man’s 
private study. What lies about on hisdesk, the things yet 
to be looked at piled in a comer, the various titles 
observed and what they suggest of one’s range, a certain 
unstudied and natural atmosphere creating a kind of 
cultural space in which serious work goes on-you know 
what I mean. I t  was clear that this space belonged-I can 
already hear a vice-chancellor snickering-to a person of 
cultivation. But the point is that this man held his job 
because of what he was. The board of directors of the 
foundation wanted him because of what he was; or, at the 
very least, they were not uncqncerned. They could have 
had any  number of merely functional techni+ns. 

Granted, the commissars and apparatchiks of the 
university could not possibly know very much about the 
quality of mind and extent of culture of its faculty 
members-but that doesn’t matter because it would 
tierier be deemed a very serious consideration anyway. 
Can he do a job that’s passable? Can he generate the 
requisite number of FTEs? (That’s a student, or a 
“Full-Time Equivalent”,: two half-time students equal 
one FTE.) I once knew a hospital administrator. A 
singular case, I hope, but he was contemptuous of the 
patients and found ‘the medical std’ff-physicians 
especially-a tremendous bother; all interfered with the 
efficiency of his institution; a whining clientele on the 
one hand, arrogant-professionals on the other. I don’t 
want to push the analogy beyond usefulness, for I do not 
doctor and my students are not sick, whatkver the society 
they come ffom ‘may be. But I doubt that this cool 
technician would be allowed by his official appointers to 
ride (arrange priorities, pronounce values) instead of 
merely administer. Were he a vice-whatnot in the uni- 
versity he would not be compelled by the ultimate social 
consensus (which accords to medicine a high importance 
and to education, in.spite of our national ideology, a 
weak percentage of parity) to keep his petty defensive 
contempt to himself and his mouth shut. 

“Aesthetic” objections? So be it. But mostly I feel a 
profound disappointment, often a sense of rage, at a 
sleazy betrayal of an educational trust. I think the 
university should be large and humanizing; I fear it is 
becoming sordid and small. William James (amazing 
how pertinent he always is) once wrote: “All the quali- 
ties of a man acquire dignity when he knows that the 
service of the collectivity that owns him needs them.” 
And then he added: “If  proud of the collectivity, his own 
pride rises in proportion.” 0ne.feels little dignity at 
CUNY-and a poor chance of pride. 

Such considerations are not irrelevant. Especially 
since the university is not only where faculty work but 
where students study. The  world the students comes 
from is not characterized by much dignity or grace, does 
not instill much p,ride, so the university must appear to 

them very familiar. As I said earlier: The university was 
once thought to bepreparatiori for life in society yet has 
become little more than an irriitatiori of it. In more ways 
than this one. 

I” a 1970 chancellor’s document i t  was urged 
that students be- “free from most predeter-’ 

mined constraints [curricular requirements]. ” The sev- 
eral colleges of the university more or less obeyed this 
suggestion that was so much in the spirit of the times 
(during the student rebellions of the late 1960’s, early 
1970’s, vocal students condemned requirements as 
“suppression,” especially of the Third World) that one 
president even argued that students were old enough “to 
pay the consequences.’’ The older universal core re- 
quirements were dropped. In their stead: either 110 

requirements save a course in composition, or a loose 
“distribution scheme” popularly called a “Chinese 
Menu”-Columns A (Humanities), B (Natural Sci- 
ences), C (Social Sciences), choose two or three help- 
ings from each. Since i t  is practically impossible, given 
the intricacies of scheduling, to accumulate 120 credits 
over four years without sampling the cuisine in some 
scattered fashion. the Chinese Menu is, for all intents 
and purposes, no requirements. 

This was called “curricular pluralism.” It was not, 
however, anything so well thought-out as that term 
suggests; i t  was an unmanly throwing up of the hands in 
confusion, a gesture disguised as a libertarian salute. 
Some prefer to call this,arrangement the “supermarket” 
approach to higher education. I. showing no doubt my 
hopelessly classical bias, prefer to call i t  with bitterness 
the laissez-faire university. 

That students have by and large approved of laissez- 
faire is obvious. But i t  ought to be (and probably isn’t) 
equally obvious that the university administration has 
approved the students’ approval. The least publicized 
element of the chancellor’s “Proposal for Restructuring 
the City University of New York” (published in Febru- 
ary, 1976-an amazing document worthy of study) was a 
definition of the “essentials” and “non-essentials” of a 
university education. Among the ~ nonessentials were 
anthropology, astronomy, geology, foreign languages 
except for Spanish, phjlosophy. Art, music, and theatre 
were neither essential .nor nonessential; they evidently 
do not exist. English is essential, but given the values 
suggested above i t  is. doubtful that “English” means 
“literature”; more likely i t  means “composition.” No 
one believed the designation of philosophy as nonessen- 
tial was an oversight, as was later claimed; rather, the 
chancellor’s office was embarrassed when i t  was pointed 
out they had dismissed the queen of the arts and sciences. 

Granted, the plan did not suggest that Plato. Kant, 
John Dewey, Goethe, Thomas Mann, Dante, Dostoev- 
ski, Tolstoy, Racine, Balzac, Aeschylus, Ibsen. Bee- 
thoven, Mozart, Rembrandt, the Sistine Chapel, the big 
bang theory, the Earth, and anthropos himself were not 
worthy of study; merely that in the interests of cost- 
efficiency they need ‘not be as available as others to 
students. In spite of the assertive rhetoric-this is essen- 
tial, this not-it is hopeless to find a considered philoso- 
phy of education. In the 1970 document from the 

. 
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previous chancellor, which urged the dropping of most 
requirements, i t  was argued that, given the proliferation 
of knowledge and specializations, i t  was no longer 
possible to know what were the “essential intellectual 
and cultural elements” of a liberal arts education. The 
new chancellor has merely decided that what is less 
popular i n  a free-elective system is nonessential. More 
students elect Sociology 101 than Anthropology 101, 

4 Students will probably complain of this curricular 
restructuring if instituted, for i t  will mean that only the 
“essentials” are to be taught at each campus of CUNY. 
I f  a student at, let’s say, Lehm,an College in the west 
Bronx wishes to study the “logos of man” (a nonessen- 
tial) or the Fine Arts (nonexistent). he must board a train 
betwe’en classes and head for, say, central Brooklyn. 
Students will probably fail to see that this arrangement is 
perfectly consistent with the definition of essentials by 
popular referendum that the approved laissez-faire has 
amounted to.  

I t  has beeh possible, and is now more likely probable, 
that most stkients will graduate without having read 
Sophocles, without so much as a layman’s understand- ’ 

ing of the theory of relativity, without recognizing 
“platonic” as the adjective before a kind of love in 
which you don’t have sex, and without having heard of 
the ecbnomic Paradox of Value, unable even  to translate 
’ ’ laissez-faire. ’ ’ 

so .... 

hat I’m suggesting is that, just as a W university needs to practice a certain 
resistance to the fluctuating moods ofsociety. i t  cannot 
do that unless its faculty practices a delicate kind of 
resistance to its student body, which comes from that 
society. I’m sorry if that sounds arrogant; someone 
unwilling to resist has no right to teach. Education means 
a broad preparation for what t i f ight  be in a student’s life, 
not merely a catering to the preferential demands he 
brings with him to the university. Merely to cater 
encourages him to stand still. I t  insures that several years 
later he will find that the cultivation of the Now was 
simply retardation. 

I n  the past a few universities said to the student in 
effect: “There is a disjunction between you and that 
world out  there, its past, present, future. One’s job is to 
deciease that discrepancy by growing toward the size of 
the world.” Now the university says in effect: “One’s 
job is to decrease that discrepancy by the selective 
diminution of the world so that i t  seems to accommodate 
to your size. That way you need not extend yourself very 
much.” 

Such a failure of responsibility seems to me especially 
criminal in a public university, as CUNY is, attracting 
students of vastly disparate social, economic, and cul- 
tural backgrounds and a broader-than-ever range of 
intellectual endowment and preoccupation-which is to 
say, a student population fragmented, its members iso- 
lated from one another in profound ways. The sanctioned 
response under the guise of “responding to needs” is to 
offer them a kind of mirror image of that fragmented and 
isolating society the university supposedly serves. 

I see no reason beyond managerial ease to cater to that 
student-not a small minority-who says, “ I  don’t care 
about the ancient Greeks and the American Revolution; 
I’m into the Now.” by responding “O.K., you’ve a 
committed passion for the present.” Or-“The scien- 
tific method isn’t my thing; it’s deadly and stale,” by 
responding, “O.K., you’ve intuitive depth and inten- 
sity.” Or-“All this poetry and stuff is out of i t ;  I’m 
into the real.” by responding, “O.K., you’re gutsy.” 

Parochialism is confidence. 
Self-satisfaction is sense-of-self. 
Anti-intellectualism is high-spiritedness. 
Insensitivity is pragmatism. 
Shortsightedness is vigorous insight into the contem- 

porary. 

These are the values of the laissez-faire university. 
The laissez-faire university is without a virtue that is 

especially desirable today, given the immense demogra- 
phic changes of the American university: the virtue of 

I providing acommon experience that is intellectual, more 
’ than the common experience of crowded classrooms and 

poor coffee in  the cafeteria. One might call it a cottziizon 
culntre-something to bring students together in mental 
deliberation even outside the classroom (obviously 
Southeast Asia can’t do that job for us anymore). Nor a 
common culture that shapes minds i n  a single 
pattern!-but a shared cultural experience people can 
talk about, rebel against, cut their characters on- 
something to keep the university from dully and defeat- 
edly settling for the broad society’s experience of 
isolation of members and fragmentation of mind that i t  is 
fast arriving at and even ignorantly celebrating. 

There’s weakness in this argument, I modestly admit, 
maybe a hopelessness to my complaint. It would be 
polemically convenient simply to blame the administra- 
tion for the particular ills I’ve sketched in the American 
university-the public university at least, the City Uni- 
versity of New York specifically. But I can’t do that. 
The fact is that the laissez-faire arrangements, although 
probably not the civil-service style and ethos, are per- 
fectly compatible with the outlook of the majority of the 
faculty. Were that not so, these arrangements would not 
have been instituted successfully in the first place; the 
faculty is not so weak as all that in policy matters, nor the 
commissars so omnipotent. As I mentioned earlier, the 
dowdy humanist becomes the rarity and the mobile pro 
plowing his disciples with an “I’m all right, Jack” takes 
his place. 

So where is one to look for a reform toward acoheretzt 
curriculum of the arts and sciences instead of the present 
anarchic potpourri of some of the arts and a few of the 
sciences? If the students of English 364 and those 
Bonham mentions are a “growing minority,” they are 
matched in the faculty by a minority that I very much 
doubt is growing. I t  seems to me that the weakness of my 
argument is, finally, that i t  is a hopeless complaint. 
Perhaps the best that can be expected is a kind of 
“internal emigration” within the university of an inter- 
ested few. That’s a sad state of affairs in a democracy: we 
happy few. 


